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Abstract

The civil aviation authorities run a data communications network, the ATN network, in-
terconnecting authorities, airline offices and aircrafts. In this network, two ATN routers
may use the IDRP routing protocol to establish an IDRP session with each other in order
to exchange routing information. The routing information transmitted over this IDRP ses-
sion is readable by anyone. To ensure false IDRP routers do not inject or modify routing
information, IDRP packets may be authenticated. A packet is authenticated by inserting
in the packet a cryptographic checksum calculated with HMAC, using the secret key

�

and the hash algorithm SHA-1. The key
�

is generated using an authenticated Diffie-
Hellman key agreement scheme over an elliptic equation in the finite field ����� , ���
	��� .
The key

�
is calculated when the IDRP session is being established. To get a new session

key
���

the IDRP session must be terminated and re-established.

This report presents an extension to the IDRP protocol allowing the new key
� �

to be
calculated without terminating an established IDRP session. This extension is denoted
rekeying, and it is made in a way respecting the flow control of the IDRP protocol. Rekey-
ing a session is preferred to rebuilding a session for three reasons. First, when an IDRP
session is terminated, the two IDRP routers at both ends remove all routing information
received from the peer; when the IDRP session is re-established the routing information
is re-announced. Terminating an IDRP session makes network resources unavailable and
repeated withdrawal and re-announcement of routing information introduces instabilities
in a network. Second, each ATN router provides its certificates to the peer as part of
the authenticated Diffie-Hellman key agreement scheme. These certificates are validated,
but must be validated continuously in order to ensure they have neither expired nor been
revoked. Rekeying can be used for this repeated validation. Third, the IDRP protocol’s re-
fresh mechanism may be used by one ATN router to request a resend of the peer’s routing
information. Repeated used of the refresh mechanism may produce many IDRP packets
transmitted between the two ATN routers, all authenticated with the same key, making it
possible to guess the key.

The key agreement and rekeying functionality of the IDRP protocol is compared to the
key agreement and rekeying functionality in the IP (Internet Protocol) world using IPsec.
In IPsec, key agreement and rekeying is done in a separate module, the IKE module, and
not as part of any specific (eg routing) protocol.

An inconvenience in the use of random numbers for the calculation of the session key is
identified.

This report also presents a specific software implementation of the elliptic equations cho-
sen for ATN networks. This implementation is made partly by adapting publicly available
software, partly by using an algorithm suitable for � odd. This software was used to gen-
erate those test vectors that should have been a part of the ATN specifications.
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1 Introduction

The civil aviation authorities run a data communications network denoted the Aeronau-
tical Telecommunications Network (ATN). This network is specified by the International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO): a standardization body which in addition to speci-
fying data communication also defines requirements to airports, issue guidelines on pol-
lution levels to be tolerated near airports, define the procedures used during take off and
landing, and many other things relevant to the safe operation of air traffic.

An ATN network interconnects hosts and servers. Some of these hosts and servers belong
to aviation authorities, others to airline operators; some are located on the ground while
other are found in aircrafts. The component making the ATN network work as intended
is the ATN router.

A collection of ATN routers on the ground administered and owned by one organization
is denoted a ground routing domain. Typically one nation is a ground routing domain,
and the ATN routers of this domain are administered and owned by the national aviation
authorities. Two ATN routers located either in the same or in neighboring ground routing
domains may exchange routing information with each other. They do so using the IDRP
routing protocol, and the two ATN routers are said to have a ground-to-ground IDRP
session with each other. Ground-to-ground IDRP sessions are established for long periods
of time, say several months.

Each aircraft with its ATN routers is a routing domain. Aircraft routing domains connect
to ground routing domains, never to other aircraft routing domains. Two ATN routers, one
in the aircraft routing domain and the other in the neighboring ground routing domain ex-
change routing information using the IDRP routing protocol, and they are said to have an
air-to-ground IDRP session with each other. Air-to-ground IDRP sessions are established
for short periods of time, say twenty minutes.

The routing information exchanged on an IDRP session is not considered secret, but it is
important that routing information is authenticated, so that it is impossible to add, delete,
or in other ways modify routing information.

The usual way to authenticate information exchanged between routers is to configure a
(secret) key in the routers and associate a time interval of validity to each such key. These
time intervals overlap in order to account for the routers’ clocks not being synchronized. A
router, before sending a packet, picks one of the valid keys and calculates a cryptographic
checksum, inserts the checksum in the packet; the router receiving an authenticated packet
may need one or two or more attempts trying different of the valid keys before accepting
or discarding the packet. However, such configuration of secret keys is not a viable option
when an aircraft during a flight moves from one base station (ATN router) to a new base
station about every twenty minutes; the task of configuring keys for each flight will be a
huge task. Therefore ATN routers derive the secret key for all IDRP sessions. To derive
this secret key, the two ATN routers do an authenticated Diffie-Hellman key agreement
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scheme when establishing an IDRP session. Part of the key agreement scheme concerns
validating certificates. The secret key thus derived at session start lasts for as long as the
IDRP session remains established.

Air-to-ground IDRP sessions last only short periods of time and using one secret key for
this IDRP session appears reasonable; but for ground-to-ground IDRP sessions, which
can last for long periods of time, two issues are of interest.

1. If an operator wants, for whatever reasons, to change the key, the IDRP session
must be terminated and re-established.

2. If a certificate becomes invalid, either because it expires or because it is revoked,
the IDRP session must be terminated. Should a new valid certificate be available
the IDRP session could have continued. Most likely an ATN router will not store
the certificates it learns from its peer; therefore a way to ascertain the neighbor has a
valid certificate is to terminate and shortly after try to re-establish the IDRP session.

Terminating and re-establishing IDRP sessions make network resources unavailable and
destabilize a routing network as all routing information is withdrawn and later announced,
often starting a cascade where nearby IDRP sessions withdraw routing information and
later announce them.

In order to avoid terminating and later re-establishing IDRP sessions, this report suggests
adding a rekeying functionality to the IDRP protocol. In the IDRP specification [IDRP,
section 7.7.2, Note 12] the following statement is made.

Other security-related facilities (for example, protection against replay of
BISPDUs [IDRP packets] or the ability to re-key during a BIS BIS connec-
tion [IDRP session]) are not intended to be provided by this protocol, and
therefore are not specified in this International Standard.

However, the specification of ATN does provide a mechanism to thwart replay attacks
[SARPs5, section 5.8.3.2.10.3.1], so it feels only too obvious that also rekeying should be
defined.

This report is organized as follows. In section 2 some basic facts are given about how ATN
routers establish an IDRP session and how flow control is used subsequently to guarantee
delivery of routing information. In section 3 is presented first the basic mechanism for
doing authentication, and second the proposal for the rekeying of an IDRP session. Sec-
tion 4 gives some details on adapting a software package on elliptic curve cryptography to
the needs of authentication between ATN routers, and relevant test vectors are calculated.
Finally section 5 discusses various issues relating to the rekeying and the adaptation of
the software package.

A note about notation. [IDRP] uses � to denote the number of times a packet is retrans-
mitted, whereas [SARPs8] uses � to denote the order of a cyclic group on an elliptic
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curve; [SARPs8] uses � to denote an independent variable in the reduction polynomial
�

and also to denote the first coordinate of a point satisfying an elliptic equation. Although
one symbol ought be used for one thing only, the author follows the notation used in the
said references in the belief, that the context is sufficient to distinguish which use of the
symbol is meant.
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2 Session establishment and flow control

The smallest unit of information exchanged between two IDRP routers is a packet, an
IDRP packet. Each IDRP packet is sent with no guarantee of arriving at the destination,
and therefore the IDRP protocol specifies a mechanism to control the flow of packets so
that no routing information is lost.

Each IDRP packet has a header and a payload. The payload contains the routing infor-
mation and is the primary design objective for a routing protocol; the header contains the
IDRP protocol version number, the length of the IDRP packet, a message authentication
code (MAC) on the IDRP packet (header and payload) demonstrating the authenticity of
the packet, and two numbers—the sequence number (seqNo) and the acknowledgement
number (ackNo)—which the IDRP routers use to decide what information was delivered
safely and what information need being retransmitted. The use of sequence and acknowl-
edgement numbers is denoted flow control. The rekeying proposal in section 3 is made in
a way respecting the flow control of IDRP.

An IDRP packet is prepended a CLNP header with source and destination CLNP ad-
dresses. Then further headers may be prepended depending on the medium on which the
packet is transmitted: If the medium is Ethernet, an Ethernet frame header is added con-
taining source and destination MAC addresses (here MAC is short for Medium Access
Control).

IDRP packets with supplementary headers may be too long to be sent as one string of
octets, and fragmentation may be employed. For the remainder of this report, the small-
est unit of information exchanged shall be understood to be an IDRP packet, and all
prepended headers, be they CLNP headers or Ethernet frame headers, are considered ir-
relevant.

This section gives background information on how two ATN routers establish an IDRP
session and how they subsequently maintain their IDRP session, including details on the
flow control.

2.1 Session establishment

Each IDRP router is by an administrator given a list of IDRP routers, the peers, with
which it shall attempt to exchange routing information. (This configuration is simplified
for ATN routers when establishing air-to-ground IDRP session, in order to simplify the
configuration in ATN routers in aircrafts and ATN routers in base stations.) Before ex-
change of routing information can take place with a peer (ie one of the peers in the list),
the IDRP router must establish an IDRP session with this peer. Establishing such an IDRP
session is done using a three-way handshake, see Figure 1.

1. In the first OPEN packet, the sender, router A, chooses a sequence number seqNo.
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This number may be any number. As the router has not yet received any packets
from the peer, the acknowledgement number is unknown, a value of � is used.

2. In the second OPEN packet (sent by router Z as a response to the first OPEN
packet), the peer acknowledges having seen the OPEN packet by assigning the ac-
knowledgement number in the second OPEN packet the sequence number of the
first OPEN packet. Router Z also chooses a sequence number for its OPEN packet.

3. The third packet is an UPDATE packet where the first router, router A, reports some
routing information. In this UPDATE packet router A acknowledges having seen
router Z’s OPEN packet.

� �

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ���

������������������ �
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ���
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �	�



















 �

A Z

OPEN seqNo = 11 ackNo = 0

OPEN seqNo = 20 ackNo = 11

UPDATE seqNo = 12 ackNo = 20

UPDATE seqNo = 13 ackNo = 20

Figure 1 The typical exchange of packets (three-way handshake illustrated
by the three thick arrows) when two routers, A and Z, establish an IDRP

session. Time is increasing going downwards. (Preempting the
authentication to be described in section 3: The extra lines at the sides

starting with full circle ( � ) illustrates when the secret key to be used for
authentication is available. The first packet to be authenticated is the last of

the three-way handshake.)
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Both IDRP routers now consider the IDRP session to be established.

Should it happen that an OPEN packet is not responded to within a time interval of ��� ,
a new attempt is made immediately, but if � successive attempts have been made with
no response, the router will fall back in an closed state, where it will listen for incoming
OPEN packets from the peer, but otherwise do nothing. After an close period of ��� , it will
make a new attempt to open the session. Reasonable values for the parameters are ��� ���
seconds, ��� � 		� � seconds, and � ��� .

Should it happen that both ATN routers start establishing the IDRP session at the same
time, see Figure 2, the IDRP routers resend their OPEN packets with the slight modifica-
tion of inserting genuine acknowledgement numbers.

�
�


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
��
 �

 �

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ���

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �	�



















 �

A Z

OPEN seqNo = 11, ackNo = 0

OPEN seqNo = 20, ackNo = 0

OPEN seqNo = 20, ackNo = 11

OPEN seqNo = 11, ackNo = 20

UPDATE seqNo = 12, ackNo = 20

Figure 2 A special exchange of OPEN packets done when the two routers A
and Z at about the same time take initiative to establish an IDRP session.

In the diagrams, arrows may cross each other, meaning packets cross each other. If the
network connection between the two routers is Ethernet, packets cannot cross each other.
The diagrams do not illustrate the actual sequence of packets as seen on the wire, rather
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the tail of the arrow is the point in time when the IDRP process of the sending ATN router
finally has built the full packet and releases the packet for sending whereas the head of
the arrow is the time when the IDRP process of the receiving ATN router first time has
the full packet available for processing.

There is at least one extra special case of exchange of OPEN packets, namely when estab-
lishing an air-to-ground IDRP session. If the airborne ATN router sends an OPEN packet
without certificates, the router on the ground can in its OPEN packet request those certifi-
cates, and then the airborne router will resend its OPEN packet with certificates [SARPs5,
section 5.8.3.2.10.2.4.2]. This special case, and indeed all cases with air-to-ground IDRP
sessions are not treated in detail in this report, as rekeying is not considered relevant for
such IDRP sessions.

2.2 Session maintenance

When the OPEN packets have been exchanged, the routers have agreed on a time period
��� . If a time period of ��� elapses in which a router has not received any packet from the
peer, the router declares the peer dead, terminates the IDRP session, and removes routing
information learned from that peer. Thus, even in the absence of any routing information
to be exchanged, the routers must send packets to each other to prove liveness. The
KEEPALIVE packets are designed for this purpose. These packets are short and are sent
regularly—KEEPALIVE packets are sent at a rate about ��� � �� ��� —and the packets are
not acknowledged. If a KEEPALIVE packet is lost that is bad, but it is considered unlikely
that  consequtive packets are lost.

A KEEPALIVE packet shall be sent only after a period of ��� has elapsed without any
packets having been sent. The normal packets (UPDATE and REFRESH packets) are
themselves considered proof of liveness.

The two ATN routers calculate the value of ��� in the following way: In the payload of
the OPEN packet is suggested a hold interval: router A suggests

�	�
and router Z suggests��


. From the two hold intervals is derived a hold interval for the session ��� :

��� �������� ��������
��
Often a hold interval of 	�� � seconds is suggested by both routers, and so ��� � 	�� �
seconds and ��� � � � seconds.

2.3 Flow control

When the IDRP session is being established, the two routers initialize two variables low-
erWindowEdge and nextExpectedSeqNo. The lowerWindowEdge is assigned
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a value of one more than seqNo used in the OPEN packet it sends, and nextExpected-
SeqNo is assigned a value of one more than the seqNo used in the OPEN packet it re-
ceives. Both lowerWindowEdge and nextExpectedSeqNo (and also seqNo) are
represented as unsigned integers of four octets, and the numbers shall increase linearly
from 	 up to a maximum of �

� ��� 	 ; a sequence number of � is not valid. The sequence
number to be used in the OPEN packet can be any valid value, but often the value 	 is
used. The value �

� ��� 	 has special significance in that a router may, after having sent a
packet with this number, not send any further packets before the peer has acknowledged
the packet with sequence number �

� ��� 	 . Then wrap around is allowed, starting over
with 	 .
In each packet the sender reports an acknowledgement number ackNo. The acknowl-
edgement number is the sequence number of the packet from the peer, which the sender
has accepted and processed most recently.

When the two ATN routers have exchanged their OPEN packets, all subsequent packets
are subject to flow control. What follows is a short description of this flow control [IDRP,
section 7.7.4-7.7.5].

IDRP routers in the established state may exchange packets of type UPDATE, REFRESH,
and KEEPALIVE.

� An UPDATE packet contains new routing information.

� A REFRESH packet is requesting the peer to resend all previously sent routing
information or to mark beginning or ending of resending of routing information.
From a theoretical point of view there is no need to have the refresh facility. This
is because UPDATE packets are under flow control, and this flow control guaran-
tees the UPDATE packets are delivered to the peer, and there is really no reason
why the peer should forget a piece of routing information and have it resent. The
practical motivation for having the refresh facility is that the receiving router may
filter the routing information it receives. If the administrator of the receiving router
reconfigures those filtering rules, the router may need a resend in order to ascertain
correctness of its routing tables.

� A KEEPALIVE packet is used in the absence of any new routing information to
demonstrate liveness to the peer.

There are other types of packets: CEASE and ERROR packets. They do not follow the
principles of flow control as strict because these packets are meant to force the IDRP
session to be terminated as soon as possible. And there are OPEN packets, but OPEN
packets may be sent only initially—if they are sent when a session has been established it
is considered an error and the IDRP session is terminated.

The author has found it convenient to introduce the terminology of strong control and
weak control. UPDATE and REFRESH packets are under strong control, while KEEP-
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ALIVE packets are under weak control. If an ATN router sends a packet under strong
control, and the router does not receive an acknowledgement to a packet within a time
interval of ��� , the sender considers the packet (or its acknowledgement) lost, and the very
same packet as sent originally is retransmitted. Up to � retransmissions are attempted
before the router declares its peer unavailable and terminates the session. An ATN router
receiving a packet under strong control shall send back a packet acknowledging the re-
ceived packet within a period of �

�
. The two time intervals shall satisfy �

� � � � .

The acknowledgement of a packet may be deferred, though still respecting �
�

, such that
several received packets may all be acknowledged with one packet.

When sending a packet, the seqNo of the packet shall be assigned the value of lower-
WindowEdge. If the packet sent is under strong control, the lowerWindowEdge shall
be incremented, else the lowerWindowEdge shall remain unchanged. The ackNo of
the packet shall be assigned the value nextExpectedSeqNo less 	 .
When receiving a packet, the seqNo of the packet shall be checked against the next-
ExpectedSeqNo. If the seqNo differs from nextExpectedSeqNo, the received
packet shall be dropped. A consequence of this check of seqNo against the next-
ExpectedSeqNo is illustrated in Figure 3, namely packets overtaking each other while
in transit between two routers lead to retransmissions.

When receiving a packet, and (a) the seqNo of the packet equals the nextExpected-
SeqNo, (b) the packet is processed successfully to the end, and (c) the packet is under
strong control, then the nextExpectedSeqNo shall be incremented and within a pe-
riod of �

�
a packet shall be sent back in which the received seqNo is reported in the

ackNo field. If the received packet is under weak control the nextExpectedSeqNo
shall not be incremented and a response within �

�
shall not be sent.

In addition to the acknowledgement number and sequence number each router informs its
peer about how many packets it has capacity to receive. This is denoted credit offered.
Each packet is also informing the peer how much is left of the credit previously offered by
the peer: this is denoted credit available. The specification of the flow control [IDRP, sec-
tion 7.7.5] describes in details what happens when either credit offered or credit available
takes the value zero.

The flow control for IDRP is in many ways similar to the flow control used by the TCP
protocol of IP. However, TCP acknowledges octets received, whereas IDRP acknowledges
packets received. This is because TCP has a mechanism to inform about the number of
octets that may be received (window control), whereas IDRP informs about the number
of packets that may be received (through credit offered).
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�
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�

�
�

�� �

 �

A Z

UPDATE seqNo = 41

UPDATE seqNo = 42

Figure 3 Router Z sends two UPDATE packets: seqNo = 41 and seqNo =
42. Suppose the packets take different routes through the network, and the

second packet (seqNo = 42) takes the shorter route and arrives first to router
A. At router A the nextExpectedSeqNo = 41, but when seqNo = 42

arrives, this packet is discarded. Later seqNo = 41 arrives and A sends back
a packet acknowledging the seqNo = 41 packet. Router Z’s � � timer for the
seqNo = 42 packet expires, and so router Z retransmits that packet. In

[IDRP, section 7.7.5] it is mentioned, that packets arriving out of order may
be stored locally, but they shall be processed only when intermediate packets

have arrived and been processed successfully.
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3 Authentication and rekeying

In this section is described the authentication done between ATN routers. In [SARPs5,
section 5.8.3.2.10] and [IDRP, section 7.7] this is referred to as authentication type 2. In
this section the following items are covered.

� Authentication of IDRP packets when the secret key is available.

� Cryptographic setting in which the secret key is derived.

� The provision of random numbers.

� The calculation of the secret key done when the IDRP session is established.

� Part of the calculation of the secret key is the validation of one or more certificates
received in the OPEN packets.

� The proposal for a way to rekey an already established session.

3.1 Authentication of an IDRP packet

For each packet is calculated the HMAC [HMAC] cryptographical checksum. This check-
sum is of 	�� � bits of which the least significant � � bits are inserted as part of the IDRP
packet. HMAC requires three inputs: (a) the packet to be authenticated, (b) a secret key�

of length 	�� � bits, and (c) a hash algorithm, and for ATN routers SHA-1 [SHA1] is
used as hash algorithm.

3.2 Cryptographic setting for secret key �

Given the finite field � ��� , ���
	��  . The elements of this field shall use polynomial basis
representation with

� � �
�
� �

��� ���
��� � �

���
�
���

	 as the irreducible polynomial to be
used for reductions. Fix two elements � and � in this field; the choice of � and � can be
found in section 4.5. Letting � and 	 be two independent variables in the field, the elliptic
equation

	 � � �
	 � �
� � � �

� � � � � � � � �
� 	�� � � �

has a number of solution points  � � ��� � 	�� � . It turns out, that the collection of all
points  satisfying the elliptic equation augmented with a special point � , denoted the
point at infinity, can be endowed with an addition operation ([Ros98], [SEC1]), whereby
a subset of the points can be described as an additive cyclic group and � becomes the
neutral element of the group. Let this cyclic group have generator (also denoted base
point) � � � ��� � 	�� � ; the choice of � can be found in section 4.5. � added to itself say
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�
times gives a point in the cyclic group; and as said, all such points satisfy the elliptic

equation. Such
�

additions of � is denoted the scalar product of (the integer)
�

and (the
point) � . The cyclic group is finite, and the smallest

�
for which

� � � � is the order �

of the cyclic group. It turns out, that for suitable choices of � , � , and � , the number � is a
prime, and its size is comparable with ��� .

3.3 Random numbers

The random numbers to be used by IDRP routers need not be pseudo-random numbers,
but may be truly random numbers. The random numbers appear either as part of the cal-
culation of the session key

�
or as part of the signature generation. (Signature generation

is not relevant for ATN routers, but is briefly touched upon in section 4.) Thus any choice
of a (cryptographically) secure way of generating pseudo-random numbers should be re-
placed by a truly random source. If the amount of truly random bits that can be obtained
is small, a mix of the two approaches can be used, for example as suggested in [FS03].

3.4 Generation of a secret key � at start of session

There are two contributions to the secret key
�

: (1) the � coordinate of a point satisfying
the elliptic equation, and (2) a random number.

All ATN routers know � , � , � � �
�
, � , and � . Each ATN router is provided with a secret

number � , from which it calculates ����� � , and � is denoted the public key. Actually
the public key is delivered as a certificate from a certificate authority (CA). If a third party
is given only the public key � it is with currently known algorithms computationally
hard for this third party to obtain the secret key � as it requires a solution to the discrete
logarithm problem.

In order to establish the secret key
�

between two ATN routers A and Z, a Diffie-Hellman
key agreement scheme is done during session establishment as follows. Router A sends
to router Z in its OPEN packet its public key � � , while router Z sends to router A in
its OPEN packet its public key � 
 . In order to reduce bandwith, the point � is sent in
compressed form, see section 4.2.

Router A calculates � � � 
 while router Z calculates � 
 � � ; both calculations result in the
same point  � � ��� � 	 � � in the cyclic group generated by � . Only the first coordinate

�
� is to be used for the key derivation. (The 	 � coordinate may contribute only 	 bit
of additional information. This is exploited in the algorithm for point compression, see
section 4.2.)

As the secret/public keys are going to be used for a long time, each router also sends a
32-bit random number � to the peer: router A sends � � and router Z sends � 
 . These
random numbers are introduced in order to hinder replay attacks.
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The value ��� , stored in a whole number of octets, is concatenated with a � -octet string
(which when understood in network byte order is interpreted as the number 	 ), and an �
octet string of the two random numbers. This string is used as input to SHA-1. Thus the
secret key

�
is found from

�
� SHA-1 � �������������������	�
� � � � � �

where ��� is the random number of the router initiating the IDRP session, while � � is
the random number of the responding IDRP router, see [SARPs8, section 8.5.4.2.3.2].
Referring back to Figure 1, ��� � � � and � � � � 
 . This practice is likely to work most
of the time, but it may happen that the two IDRP routers send their OPEN packets at
the same time (and the three-way handshake is prepared for this situation as illustrated in
Figure 2), and in that case the two IDRP routers will place the two random numbers in
different order and thus the session will fail after some time because all packets appear to
have been authenticated with a wrong key. A simple remedy is to say, that the two random
numbers � � and � � shall be arranged such that

� � �������� � ��� � 
	� � � � � ��� � � ��� � 
	���

3.5 Verification of public keys

The OPEN packet contains the router’s public key � . In order to authenticate the public
key, a certificate is sent. This certificate is issued by a certificate authority, CA. If both A
and Z are under the administration of the same state � , ie both have certificates delivered
by CA � , both routers know the public key of CA � , and so they know how to verify the
certificate before using the public key.

If the two routers belong to different states � and � � then the receiving router cannot verify
the certificate. Suppose router A belongs to state � and router Z to state � � . [SARPs8]
specifies, that A shall then send a chain of two certificates to Z, namely first a certificate
with � � signed by CA � , and then CA � ’s public key in a certificate signed by CA ��� .
Instead of states it might be more helpful to talk about keying domains, where a keying
domain has one CA to issue certificates, and so several (small) states may belong to one
keying domain or a (large) state may have several keying domain.

The certificates are in the style of X.509. In order to reduce bandwidth, these certificates
are required being sent as compressed certificates and coded using the Packet Encoding
Rules (PER).

The certificates issued by a CA has a cryptographic setting similar to that of ATN routers:
the actual parameters can be found in section 4.6.

The receiving router shall validate the certificates: check its period of validity, check the
signatures, and also check against certificate revocation lists (CRL). Use of a CRL is a
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weak point of all public key infrastructures (PKIs), and most likely it will not be possible
for all ATN routers to have online access to the CA issuing certificate revocations, but
must resort to have the revocations cached locally. The vulnerability here is that the cache
size is limited and may not be able to store all revocations, thus disregarding one or more
revocations.

3.6 Generation of a secret key ��� in an already established session

In order to produce a new secret key for an already established session, one cannot just
send OPEN packets as was done initially. This is because an IDRP router receiving an
OPEN packet in an established session, the receiving IDRP router shall terminate the
IDRP session.

In order to rekey, a new type of packet is introduced: the REKEY packet. In order to
guarantee the delivery of such a packet, REKEY packets shall be under strong control.
The contents of the REKEY packet retains the certificate(s) and the random number from
the OPEN packet.

Rekeying could proceed as illustrated in Figure 4. This example is perhaps a little unusual
because of the large time interval taken for router Z to respond with its own REKEY
packet, but it illustrates the packet exchange during rekeying.

The rekeying starts out by one router, say router A, sending the REKEY packet. Having
sent the REKEY packet, there are two conditions to be met before rekeying is completed
successfully. One condition is to receive acknowledgement of its own REKEY packet,
and the other condition is to receive the peer’s REKEY packet. These two conditions can
take place in any order.
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UPDATE ackNo = 16
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REKEY seqNo = 33

UPDATE ackNo = 33
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PROACTIVE

KEYOK

KEYOK
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Figure 4 The pair of lines at the sides starting with a full circle ( � ) show
when the new key

� �
is known and in use, while the pair of lines ending

with open circle ( � ) shows when the old key is in use and at the open circle
eventually removed. The cross ( � ) indicates when the rekeying timer is

canceled.

Consider the REKEY packet sent by router A. This packet contains the public key and
corresponding certificates just like the OPEN packet. The REKEY packet has a sequence
number, say 17, and because REKEY packets are under strong control, the peer, Z, must
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send a packet back within a time interval of �
�

in which the acknowledgement number is
17; however, router A cannot make any assumption about the type of packet arriving with
acknowledgement number 17: it could be an UPDATE packet (to which A must send an
acknowledgement back), a REFRESH packet (to which A must also send an acknowl-
edgement back), or a KEEPALIVE packet (to which A need do no further processing). In
Figure 4 is illustrated the case where Z is in the middle of sending a number of UPDATE
packets and A responds with KEEPALIVE packets, so that Z’s UPDATE packets have
been reported delivered safely. Should router Z fail to acknowledge the REKEY packet,
A will resend the same REKEY packet, and up to � attempts will be made—if all fail
router A terminates the session.

When router A sends the REKEY packet it enters a state of coma:

� It will not send any UPDATE packets to router Z even if it has routing information
which under normal circumstances should be delivered,

� It will not honor REFRESH packets received from router Z,

� If a refresh operation is already in progress, it will be suspended until the rekeying
is completed successfully.

� Should an operator order a refresh operation to be started while rekeying is in
progress, the order will be saved and started when the rekeying has been completed
successfully.

If Z fails to send its own REKEY packet within a time period of � � , A comes to the
conclusion that Z will not rekey, and so A terminates the session. But if Z sends its
REKEY packet before � � has elapsed (in Figure 4 this REKEY packet is given sequence
number 33), this REKEY packet from Z to A is also under strong control and A is ready
to acknowledge this packet immediately; otherwise Z attempts up to � retransmissions of
the REKEY packet, and if all fail Z terminates the IDRP session.

The first packet where the new key
� �

is used for authentication is the REKEY packet
from Z to A; the following packets from Z to A as well as all packets from now on
from A to Z will use the new key. Thus A can immediately replace the old key with
the new one, whereas Z has two keys for a short time, namely in the period starting
when sending its REKEY packet with sequence number 33 and ending when it receives
a packet acknowledging number 33. The period with two keys is short and it should be
used to verify only KEEPALIVE packets from A.

As illustrated in Figure 4, the router initiating the rekeying appears in the proactive role
whereas the peer appears in the reactive role.

The value of � � is not critical, but should be larger than � �
�

such that every possible effort
can be made to send the REKEY packet.
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For rekeying to be successful, both routers must support rekeying, but it is no harm if
router Z does not support it, because if router Z receives a packet it does not understand
the session will be terminated, either because router Z will not accept a packet it does not
understand (and send back a CEASE packet and terminate the session), or because router
A will never see a REKEY packet from router Z within a time interval of � � , and so router
A terminates the session.

A more likely rekeying scenario is illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 Router Z receives the REKEY packet and immediately (thus
respecting the �

�
and � � timers for packets under strong control) sends back

its own REKEY packet, and this second REKEY packet is authenticated
with the new key

� �
.
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The scanario where both routers start rekeying at the same time is likely to happen seldom.
This scenario is illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 Routers A and Z both take initiative to rekey at about the same
time, and so the REKEY packets cross each other.

In the situation illustrated in Figure 6, both routers take the initiative to rekey at about the
same time. It is observed, that receiving a REKEY packet allows a router to decide who
took the initiative. So where both sides start out being in the proactive role, they both end
being in the reactive role.

To describe in more precise terms the procedures to be followed by the IDRP routers,
Figure 7 illustrates the building blocks of an IDRP router as far as required for the il-
lustration of authentication. (These procedures cannot be used when the IDRP router
establish a session first time; however, this situation is already fully covered by [IDRP],
[SARPs5], [SARPs8].)
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Figure 7 Functional blocks of an ATN router as pertains to authentication.
On the egress side, authentication is the last operation to be done to the

packet; the list of retransmissions is there to help guarantee all packets are
sent to the peer. On the ingress side, the validation of the authentication

ought to be the first operation to be done to the packet, but because the key
may not be available, the validation cannot always be done first. The state

decides how the packet shall be processed.

The procedures below are not complete: for example are timeouts calling for retrans-
missions not indicated, reception of acknowledgements from the peer are not shown,
CEASE and ERROR packets need special treatment, and removal of packets in the re-
transmission list based on the ackNo in the received packet is not shown. Further,
when the packet is processed successfully, and the packet is under strong control, the
nextExpectedSeqNo is incremented.

Procedure: Ingress packet when state is KEYOK

1. If the packet’s seqNo value is not the nextExpectedSeqNo, then drop the
packet and return. (This check for sequence numbers shall not be made for CEASE
and ERROR packets.)

2. Check authentication using key
�

. If authentication fails, drop packet and return.

3. If the packet’s type is not REKEY (which is the situation for almost all packets),
pass on the packet to the IDRP proces (for example if an UPDATE packet, process
route information). The packet is processed successfully. Return.

4. (The packet is a REKEY packet.) Verify certificates. This verification examines the
whole chain of compressed certificates and their possible revocations. If verifica-
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tion fails, drop packet (as was also done if the certificates of OPEN packets failed
verification, see [SARPs5, section 5.8.3.2.10.2.6.4]).

5. Define the state as REACTIVE.

6. The REKEY packet has been processed successfully. Because REKEY packets are
under strong control, ensure the received packet’s seqNo appears as ackNo in a
packet to be sent to peer within the time interval �

�
.

7. As soon as possible (thus a timing event may be set) and preferably now, generate
a REKEY packet.

8. Calculate the new session key � .

9. In the authentication box for outbound packets, assign to
�

the value of � (ie��� � ). In the authentication box for inbound packets, set
� ��� � ; this au-

thentication box now has two keys available.

10. Assign to rekeySeqNo the value of seqNo as used in the newly generated REKEY
packet.

11. Use ”Procedure: Egress packet” on the newly generated REKEY packet.

Procedure: Ingress packet when state is PROACTIVE

1. If the packet’s seqNo value is not the nextExpectedSeqNo, then drop the
packet and return. (This check for sequence numbers shall not be made for CEASE
and ERROR packets.)

2. If ackNo �
rekeySeqNo, do the following.

(a) Check authentication using key
�

. If authentication fails, drop packet and
return.

(b) If packet type is not a REKEY packet, pass on the packet to the IDRP proces.
The packet is processed successfully. Return.

(c) (The packet is a REKEY packet; thus the peer started rekeying at the same
time as this router.) Verify certificates. If verification fails, drop packet.

(d) Define state as REACTIVE.

(e) Clear ��� timer.

(f) Calculate new key � . In the authentication box for inbound packets let
� � � �

be the second key, whereas in the authentication box for outbound packets, set��� � .
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(g) Ensure flow control is obeyed by sending a packet to the other side (even a
KEEPALIVE packet) before a time interval of �

�
has elapsed. The packet has

been processed successfully.

3. If ackNo � rekeySeqNo and ingress packet is not a REKEY packet, do the
following.

(a) Check authentication using key
�

. If authentication fails, drop packet and
return.

(b) Pass on the packet to the IDRP process. The packet has be processed success-
fully. Return.

4. If ackNo � rekeySeqNo and ingress packet is a REKEY packet, do the follow-
ing.

(a) Verify certificates. If verification fails, drop packet.

(b) Set state to KEYOK.

(c) Clear ��� timer.

(d) Calculate new key � ; in both authentication boxes set
� � � ; in authentica-

tion box for inbound packets clear
� �

.

(e) Optionally in the authentication box for outbound packets, set the octet counter
of egress packets to zero.

(f) As REKEY packets are under strong control, ensure a packet (even a KEEP-
ALIVE packet) is sent before a time interval of � � has elapsed. The packet
has been processed successfully.

Procedure: Ingress packet when state is REACTIVE

1. If the packet’s seqNo value is not the nextExpectedSeqNo, then drop the
packet and return. (This check for sequence numbers shall not be made for CEASE
and ERROR packets.)

2. If packet type is REKEY, terminate the session.

3. If ackNo � rekeySeqNo, set
� � � �

, clear
� �

, and set state to KEYOK.

4. Check authentication using key
�

. If authentication fails, drop packet and return.

5. Pass on the packet to the IDRP process. The packet has been processed successfully.
Return.
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Procedure: Start rekeying

The rekeying procedure can be triggered by any of the following events

� A management operation.

� A timer event as the current key
�

has not changed for a long time.

� An egress packet event as the number of octets authenticated with the key
�

has
increased beyond a specified threshold.

The procedure has the following steps.

1. If rekeying is already in progress (ie state �� KEYOK), then ignore.

2. Go into coma, ie (a) suspend refresh of routing information (if in progress), (b) do
not forward any new routing information.

3. Generate a REKEY packet.

4. Assign to rekeySeqNo the sequence number used in the newly generated REKEY
packet.

5. Use ”Procedure: Egress packet” on the newly generated REKEY packet.

Procedure: Egress packet

1. Calculate the message authentication code using the key
�

stored in the authenti-
cation box for outbound packets.

2. Send the packet.

3. Store a copy of the packet in the retransmission list, such that if an acknowledge-
ment to this packet is not received within a time interval of � � , the packet can be
retransmitted.

Procedure: Timer � � expires

1. Terminate the IDRP session.

The following observations can be made.

� The state can be KEYOK, PROACTIVE, REACTIVE. This state is used only in the
authentication box for inbound packets.
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� Both authentication boxes have a key
�

, but during rekeying, this key may have
different values. The authentication box for inbound packets also has key

� �
during

rekeying: the decision on which key to use (
�

or
� �

) is decided from the ackNo
value of the ingress packet.

� The authentication box for inbound packets may pass on REKEY packets unveri-
fied. The verification will be done when the new key has been calculated.

� Packets to be retransmitted are the same, so for each packet authentication is done
once and for all.

� While rekeying is in progress, only one REKEY packet may be sent; a second
REKEY packet terminates the IDRP session.

� If both sides initiate rekeying at the same time, both are prepared to send responses
as soon as possible, and so rekeying is likely to go quick.

� The new key
� �

is calculated the same way as done during session establishment.
By arranging the random numbers � � and � 
 such that the smallest comes first and
not by convention of which router opened the session or started the rekeying, both
routers will agree on the same new key

� �
.

� The router initiating the rekeying, the proactive router, uses the timer � � deciding
how long time it is prepared to stay in coma. The reactive router does not have a
timer, and does not go in coma, because the reactive router remains satisfied with
its key.

� The initial REKEY packet is like all other packets authenticated with the existing
key. Thus it is not possible for a third party to directly provoke a rekeying without
knowing the existing key.

� The comparison ackNo � rekeySeqNo presupposes a wrap around of the se-
quence number is not taking place. If wrap around takes place while rekeying is in
progress, then rekeySeqNo shall be assigned the value 	 . Alternatively the rule
could be imposed, that rekeySeqNomust not take the values �

� � � 	 and �
� � � � .

3.7 Relation to IPsec

This report is about authentication of IDRP sessions, in particular the generation of the
secret key to be used for the authentication of packets. It may be instructive to compare
this generation of a secret key to what is done in the IP world. There are two cases.

The first case concerns older protocols, that is IPv4 protocols specified before 1997. An
example of such a protocol is BGP4: BGP4 is to IP what IDRP is to CLNP. The two peers
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that are to establish a BGP4 session are by the operator configured with one or more
secret keys, and each secret key is given a time period of validity. When a BGP4 packet
is to be transmitted, a valid key is inserted in the packet, the MD5 checksum is made, this
checksum replaces the secret key, and the packet is sent. At the receiving side in the worst
case all the valid secret keys may have to be tried before finally accepting or rejecting the
packet. The use of MD5 and the manipulation of the BGP4 packet is specified as part of
the BGP4 protocol. Other routing protocols for IPv4 (eg OSPF and RIP) have specified
similar mechanisms for authentication.

The second case is intended for all IPv6 protocols but may also be used for all existing
IPv4 protocols. This second case is denoted IPsec. The idea is to consider authentication
of packets, encryption of packets, and secret key negotiations as a component module
in the IP stack; this module can be used by any protocol sending IP packets. This way,
routing experts develop routing protocols without any concern for authentication or secret
keys, while cryptographers develop security protocols without any concern for specific
applications. The part of IPsec concerned with key negotiation is denoted Internet Key
Exchange (IKE) [IKEv2].

One way to introduce the use of IPsec and IKE is to suppose, for the sake of the argument,
that IDRP is an IP protocol for which authentication is wanted. For an operator, the
following steps are taken.

1. Configure on each of the two ATN routers the so-called policy database. In this
policy database is specified, that IDRP packets between A and Z shall be authenti-
cated, and the algorithm for authentication is named. In [IKEv2] is specified three
ways to do authentication, but other methods can be added: either common meth-
ods to become part of the IP design at some later time, or private methods to be
used between mutually consenting parties. One such private way of authentication
should then be defined corresponding to the elliptic curve used for ATN routers.

2. Run the IKE protocol between the two IDRP routers. The IKE protocol will estab-
lish an authenticated IKE session between the two IDRP routers using the certifi-
cates as specified in [SARPs8]. Those certificates will have been added as private
extensions.

3. When the IDRP process sends the first packet, the OPEN packet, this packet will
match the entry in the policy database, and it will be noticed, that no secret key
is available, so IKE will use the already established authenticated IKE session to
derive another key to be used for IDRP packets. When this key for IDRP packets
is in place, IKE has established a so-called security association for the sending of
packets. When the key becomes available, the OPEN packet will be authenticated
and sent.

4. When the peer sends its OPEN packet, a similar process is done to establish a
security association in the other direction.
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Two things are worth stressing. (1) The key negotiation and authentication is done in
a separate module and provided as a service to an application. This way application
designers can focus on their applications, and cryptographers on the security. (2) IPsec
and IKE can agree on any method of key negotiation. This means should one algorithm
be broken or should a key size be increased to keep the level of security, this is possible
almost on the fly: No need to update the IDRP specification, and no need to update the
IKE specification.

Rekeying is defined for IKE. Rekeying will not work quite as smooth as is the case for the
rekeying of IDRP, because the IDRP protocol knows exactly which key to use for each
packet and it depends on its state, whereas in an IPsec environment, the use of the keys
are made in IPsec outside of the protocol, and IPsec does not know the exact state of the
protocol. Thus during rekeying IPsec may have to attempt both keys before a packet can
be decided whether it shall pass or fail authentication. IKE rekeying is considered optional
in order to allow for minimal implementations of IKE. Such minimal implementations are
thought to be relevant for hosts, not for routers.

Because IKE is run as a separate protocol, this means additional packets to process; how-
ever, the configurations to be made by an operator are the same.

There are a great number of similarities to the flow control of IKE and IDRP. IKE in-
formation is sent as UDP packets, and UDP packets are, just as is the case for CLNP
packets, delivered in best effort. Thus UDP packets may be dropped and therefore it is
the responsibility of the IKE protocol to ensure packets are delivered. As a consequence,
IKE packets contain a sequence number, and the IKE session end points keep two mes-
sage identifiers: one message identifier is the sequence number to be used for the next IKE
packet it initiates, while the other message identifier is the sequence number it expects to
see in the next IKE packet from the peer.

IKE also has a mechanism of credits offered to the neighbor, and an IKE end point has
a retransmission list (or must be able to regenerate previous messages) should the peer
fail to receive the requests. Timers are required for IKE, but values for the timers are
considered a local implementation choice.
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4 Software prototyping

The software prototyping relates to the elliptic curve cryptography operations required for
ATN routers. The following operations are required for an ATN router.

� Check a point  satisfies the elliptic equation

� Check a point  is of order �

� Calculate the scalar product of a number
�

and a point 
� Compress and decompress the coordinates of a point 
� Generate and verify a signature on a SHA-1 hash value. (ATN routers will never

need to generate signatures, only to verify signatures; but at some place, namely at
the CA, there is a need for generation of signatures, and so for the sake of com-
pleteness this operation is included.)

� Generate random numbers—used in OPEN and REKEY packets and when gener-
ating a signature.

4.1 Software adaptations

The software prototyping started out from the publicly available code accompanying
[Ros98]. The author learned of [Ros98] while reading [KPS02]. Public software gives
possibilities for adapting to special needs, which in general is a benefit. Furthermore, the
software of [Ros98] is designed with the purpose of being instructive (and of course ef-
fective) rather than being computationally efficient. The software package includes code
for manipulating large integers and this package has been useful in other assignments.

The software of [Ros98], written in C, is not a package or library in the traditional sense.
In a traditional package there would be one set of header files (.h files), one set of im-
plementation files (.c files), and from this one library file (.a file) would be compiled,
and then a collection of examples in which each example file would include the .h files
and be linked with the .a file in order to produce an executable. The software accom-
panying [Ros98] is rather a collection of examples where each example has parts of the
implementation scattered in some files. Further a number of wanted functions had to be
added, but also an unnecessary mixup of variables for polynomial manipulations and vari-
ables for (large) integer manipulations was present. The following list indicates some of
the problems that was overcome—some of the problems were not solved fully should the
implementation be used in an ATN router.
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� Find the code among the examples for elliptic curves using polynomial base repre-
sentation of a finite field � � � , and also find code for manipulation of large integers
and ensure they could compile together.

� Separate manifest constants (those appearing as #defines in a .h file), such that
the elliptic curves package and the large integer package each had its own set of
manifest constants. (A problem that remains to be solved is making it possible to
use two elliptic curves at the same time, namely the one with � � 	��  used when
the routers derive their session key, and the other with � � ��  when the routers
verify the certificates. The solution involves changing from manifest constants to
assignable variables.)

� Add a function to compare two large integers.

� Write a function for point compression and another for point decompression. The
algorithms defined in section 4.2 were implemented. [Ros98] supplies a general
algorithm for solving a quadratic equation for any value of � — this algorithm in-
volves solving an � � � linear equation in which one of the equations is redundant,
and therefore an extra equation, the trace equation, is added. For � odd, the author
find the direct calculation presented in section 4.2 more straightforward.

� Write a function for signature generation and another for signature verification. For
the signature generation, the function takes as one of its arguments the proposed
random number

�
, such that the random number generator can be supplied at a

later time. The algorithm for signatures, commonly known as elliptic curve digital
signature algorithm (ECDSA) is fully described in [SARPs8, section 8.5.5].

� Write a function for input and output of integers and field elements to hex strings.

� Simplify the integer package such that functions to add, subtract, multiply, divide,
and exponentiate integers modolo a prime � became available.

4.2 Point compression and decompression

This section describes point compression and point decompression as these operations
take a simple form when � is odd. This simple form is not covered by [Ros98], but found
in [SEC1] and [X9.62]. The algorithms are not part of [SARPs8].

The compression operation is to take a point  � � � � � 	�� � satisfying the elliptic equation,
and produce the value ��� ��� ���	 � . The coordinates of the point  consists of � � bits,
whereas � consists of �

�
	 bits, because for each of the � � different values of ��� in

� ��� , either there are no solution to the elliptic equation for that value of � � (and then no
� can be made) or there are two values (and �	 � � � and �	 � � 	 are used to distinguish
those two values). For the special value ����� � there is just one solution. Normally each
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of the coordinates of the point  are stored in an integral number of octets, and so  fits
into ��� ��� ��� octets, whereas � fits into � ��� ��� � 	 octets. This saving is valuable for
network traffic, in particular over connections between aircrafts and ground stations, as
those connections normally are of low bandwidth.

Algorithm: Point compression

1 If  � � , output � � �	� ��� .

2 Calculate �	�� as follows.

2.1 If �
��� � , set �	�� � � .

2.2 If ��� �� � , let 
 � 	���� �� �� , where 
 is a polynomial of degree at most � � 	 ,
that is 
 ��
 � � � � � � � � ����� � 
 � �

� 
�� . Set �	�� ��
�� .
3 Convert ��� to an octet string � of length � ��� ��� assigning the unused bits of the first

octet the bitvalue � . If �	 � � � , set � � �	� ��� , else �	�� � 	 and set � � �	� ��� .
Output � ��� ��� .

Algorithm: Point decompression

1 If � � �	� ��� , output  � � .

2 If � has length � ��� ��� � 	 , do as follows.

2.1 Parse � ��� ��� as a single octet � followed by � ��� ��� octets � . If � �
��� ��� , set �	�� � � , else if � � �	� ��� , set �	�� � 	 , else STOP. Convert � to an
element �
� of � ��� .

2.2 If �
��� � , output 	 � � � � ����� in � ��� . ( 	�� is the square root of � in � ��� .)

2.3 If �
� �� � , compute the field element � � ��� � � � � �� �� in � ��� . Then define the
quadratic equation 
 � � 
 ��� in � ��� , and find its solution by first calculating
the so-called half-trace

 ��� � � �"! � � �$# � � � � � � � ���%�

Then compute & �  � �  . If & ��'� , then STOP; else  is a solution to the
quadratic.  is a polynomial of degree at most � � 	 , and let its constant
term be  � . If  � � �	�� set 	�� � �
�  , else set 	�� � �
� �  � 	

�
. Output

 � � �
� � 	�� � .
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4.3 Test of software

In order to ascertain the correct implementation, a number of tests were made. One test
involved doing all calculations in the field � ��� (see section 4.4) where all calculations and
intermediate results could be checked by hand. Other tests compared the implementation
with test vectors already generated by others. These test vectors provided for the template
for the test vectors presented in section 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6. I found the following test cases

� � � 	 � 	 from [X9.62]

� � ���� � from [X9.62]

� � ����� 	 from [SEC2]

In all cases agreement between code and test vectors of the said references were found.

Below follows test vectors calculated by the author. The test vectors for � � 	��  and
������  are relevant for the elliptic curves to be used for ATN routers.

4.4 Test vectors for � ���

This section has artificially small parameters, and so it is not to be used in ATN routers.
It is included only as a means of introducing the formalism in which the tests vectors are
presented. The formalism is copied almost verbatim from [X9.62], which explains why
the text does not read smoothly.

Elliptic Curve Domain Parameter Setup

The field � ��� uses the irreducible polynomial
�
� �
	 � �

� � 	
as reduction polynomial. This polynomial can also be written in the more verbose form

�
�
	 � 	 � � ��� � � �

� �
	 �
� � � �

� �
	 �
�

The polynomial can be represented in a computer using one octet: Let the coefficient of
�
� be the least significant bit, then the octet is

�
� � �	� ���	���	�

which in hexadecimal notation amounts to
�
� ��

This hexadecimal notation shall be used in the following for representing the parameters
( � and � ), points ( ��� and 	 � ), and integers ( � and

�
).
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The curve is ��� 	 � � �
	 � �
� � � �

� � � over � � � , where

� � ��
� � ���

Base point � (without point compression):

��� � � 
	�� � ���

� has prime order (both decimal and hexadecimal representation of prime given)

� � ��� (decimal)

� � � � (hexadecimal)

Key Generation

The secret key is � in � 	 � �
� 		� , and the public key is � � � � � � ��
 � 	�
 � as follows.

� � ���
�
 � ���
	�
 � � �

Signature Generation

Message digesting on message M = ”abc” is done by applying SHA-1 to M to get (the
digest given here is one of the test vectors for the SHA-1 algorithm and can be found in
[SHA-1])

� � ����������� ������� ����� ��������� ��� � �� ����� ���� ���������� �� !���� 
This is followed by elliptic curve computations. Select a

�
at random in the interval

� 	 � �
� 	"�

�
� ���

Compute # � � � � � � � � 	 � �
� � � ���
	 � � ���

Convert � � to an integer � �
� � � ���
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Set � � � � �� � � .

� � ��
� �� � , a requirement for continuing.

Do modular computations as follows. Compute � �
� � � � � � � � � �� � � :

� � ���
� �� � , a requirement for continuing. Finally format the two integers � and �

� � 
� � �

Signature Verification

Message digesting on message M
�
= ”abc” is done by applying SHA-1 to M

�
to get

� � � �!��������� ��� ��� ����� ��������� ��� ���� � ���  ��� ���������� �� !���� 
� � is in interval � 	 � �

� 		� , OK.

�
�
is in interval � 	 � �

� 		� , OK.

Compute � � ��� � � � � �� � � :

� � ��
Compute � � � � � � �� � � and � � � � � � �� � � :

� � � ���
� � � ���

Compute � � � � 	 � � ��� � � �
� � � :

� � � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � �  � � � �

� � � � �
	 � � ���

Signature check.

Convert � � to an integer � � :
� � � ���

Compute 	 � � � �� � � :

	 � � 
	 � � � . OK.
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4.5 Test vectors for � � �����

This section presents test vectors for the elliptic curve setting in which two ATN routers
derive a secret key for an IDRP session.

Elliptic Curve Domain Parameter Setup

The field � � ����� uses the irreducible polynomial
�
� �

��� � �
� � � �

� �
�
� �

	

as reduction polynomial. This is the same as
�
� ��� ��������� ����� ��������� ����� ������� ������� ������� ������� ����� ���������

The curve is ��� 	 � � �
	 � �
� � � �

� � � over � � �	�
� , where

� � ��� ������� ������� ����� ��������� ����� ��������� ��� ��������� � ��� ��������� �
� � ��� ���!��� �������������!�������� � ��� �	��� � � 	����������������� � ������� 

Base point � (without point compression):

��� � ��� � ������� ��� � ����� �� ������ �����	�������  !�!�����!�������!����� ��� ���
	�� � ���   � ����������� � � ����������� ���� � ��  � ��� � �� ����������� ����� �

� has prime order (both decimal and hexadecimal representation of prime given)

� �  ���!��� ��� ��!��� �����	������� ��� � ����� � ��� ������� ����������� � ������ � ���	� ����
� � ��� ����� ��������� ��� ��������� � ��� �����������������!� ��� � � ��� ������� ���

Key Generation

The secret key is � in � 	 � �
� 		� , and the public key is � � � � � � ��
 � 	�
 � as follows.

� � ��� ������ � ���� ����� �����!��� �!�� ����������� � ��� �� �� ���������������
�
 � ���  �� ������� � �� �� ��� � �� ���������!��� ���� !� � �� ������ ��� � �����
	�
 � ��� �� � ����� ��� �����!��� ������������� ��� ��������� � � ��� � ������� ��� ��

Signature Generation

Message digesting on message M = ”abc” is done by applying SHA-1 to M to get

� � ����������� ������� ����� ��������� ��� � �� ����� ���� ���������� �� !���� 
This is followed by elliptic curve computations. Select a

�
at random in the interval

� 	 � �
� 	"�

�
� �	����� ��� ������ �� �����	� ���� ���� ������ � �� ��������� ����� � ��� ������ 
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Compute # � � � � � � � � 	 � �
� � � ��� �������!���� ��!���� � ������� ��������� �� ��������� �� ����� ��� ����� �
	 � � �	���	��������� ���  ���!�����!��  !��� ����� ����� ������!�����  ��� � � �����

Convert � � to an integer � �
� � � ��� �������!���� ��!���� � ������� ��������� �� ��������� �� ����� ��� ����� �

Set � � � � �� � � .

� � ��� � �����!����  �!���� � ������� ��������� ������������ �� ����� ��� ����� �
� �� � , a requirement for continuing.

Do modular computations as follows. Compute � �
� � � � � � � � � �� � � :

� � ��� ������� ��� ��� ������!��� � � ������������� ����	� �� ��� ��� ���!��� ���
� �� � , a requirement for continuing. Finally format the two integers � and �

� � � ��� ������� ������� ���� ����� �� � ��������� ��� ����� �� ��� � � �������������� ���!��
� � � ��������  � ������ � �������� � � � ������ ��� ������� � ���� �  ���� � �� � � � �!���

Signature Verification

Message digesting on message M
�
= ”abc” is done by applying SHA-1 to M

�
to get

� � � �!��������� ��� ��� ����� ��������� ��� ���� � ���  ��� ���������� �� !���� 
� � is in interval � 	 � �

� 		� , OK.

�
�
is in interval � 	 � �

� 		� , OK.

Compute � � ��� � � � � �� � � :

� � � � ������������� ��� ��� !���	� � ��!� ����� �� � ����� ���!��� ���������������
Compute � � � � � � �� � � and � � � � � � �� � � :

� � � ����������� ������  !� ��� ������ ����� �� ���� � � �������� �� ������!� �	 ��
� � � ��� ���!��������� � ���������� �� ���!���!��� ��� ���� �� � �� � ��� ����� ��� �

Compute � � � � 	 � � ��� � � �
� � � :

� � � � � �� �������� ���������������� !� ������������ ������� � ��������!���� �� ��� �
��� ������� ���!��� ����!���!��� ��� ����� � ��������� �	���	��� ����� ������� � �

� � � � � ���  � ���!���� ���������������������� � ���!�	���  ��	� � �����!���� ����������  �
�� ��� ��� �	�	������� �	� �� ������!��� � � ����������� �����������!���!���!��� �

� � � ��� ������������ ������� � ������� ��������� �������� ������ ����� ��� ����� �
	 � � �	���	��������� ���  ���!��������  ���� �����	��� � ��!���������� ��� � �������
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Signature check.

Convert � � to an integer � � :
� � � ��� �������!���� ��!���� � ������� ��������� �� ��������� �� ����� ��� ����� �

Compute 	 � � � �� � � :

	 � ��� �������!����  ������ � ���!��� ��������� ��������������� ����� ��� ����� �
	 � � � . OK.

4.6 Test vectors for � ��� ���

This section presents test vectors for the elliptic curve setting in which a certificate au-
thority generates and an ATN router verifies a certificate.

Elliptic Curve Domain Parameter Setup

The field � � ! ��� uses the irreducible polynomial

�
� �

� � � �
� � � � 	

as reduction polynomial. This is the same as

�
� ������� ������� ������� ����� ��������� ����� ��������� ��� ��������� � ��� ������� � � � ��������� ��� � ��������� �	�

The curve is ��� 	 � � �
	 � �
� � � �

� � � over � � ! �
� , where

� � ��� ��� � ��������� ��� � ��������� ��� ��������� ����� ��������� ����� ������� ������� ������� ������� ����� �������	�
� � ���������������� �� ��� � � �������!��� ����������� �� �	����� � �����'������������� ��� � ��� ��� ����� !���!������ 
Base point � (without point compression):

��� � ������������ !������������� � ����� �	������� � �����  ������!����!� �!�	� ����� ��� �!���������!����� � ��  ����
	 � � �	� � � ��� ������� ��� ����� ���������� �� ������������!��� �����!���!������������� �!��� �����!��� �	� ��� ������
� has prime order (both decimal and hexadecimal representation of prime given)

� � �����	� ���!�����!� �!���������������� ����� ������� ����� ����
������!� � ��������� ��� �� ���  ������� �����!��������� ��!���

� � �	� ��� ������� ������� ������� ������� ����� ��������� ���	� �����������!� �������!��� ��� ��� �	 ��� ��������� �� !�
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Key Generation

The secret key is � , and the public key is � � � � � � � 
 � 	�
 � as follows.

� � ����� � ��� ������� ����  ������� �������!� ��������� � � �	� ��� ��� � � ������� ��� ��� �� �������� ���������������
�
 � �	� �!� � �����������������!���� !�� � �!��� ������!� ������ ���� � ��� ������� ������������������������� �� ���� 
	�
 � �	�  � �� ����� ���� � ����� ����� � ����� ��� �������� ����� ��� � ��� �����!� ����� �  � ����������� ������ 

Signature Generation

Message digesting on message M = ”abc” is done by applying SHA-1 to M to get

� � ����������� ������� ����� ��������� ��� � �� ����� ���� ���������� �� !���� 
This is followed by elliptic curve computations. Select a

�
at random in the interval

� 	 � �
� 	"�

�
� ������� � ��� ����� ��� ��� �������� � �����!������� � � � � � ��� ��� ��������� ��������� ��� � � � ����� � !�������

Compute # � � � � � � � � 	 � �
� � � ����� � ���� �������� � ���!��������� � ������� ��������� �����������  ����� �� �� ���� ��� � �   !� �����������
	 � � �	� � � ����� !������� ������� ��!��� � ����� ��� � ��� ����	�  �� �� �������������� �� �� �� �� ��� 	� ����� �
Convert � � to an integer � �

� � � ����� � ���� �������� � ���!��������� � ������� ��������� �����������  ����� �� �� ���� ��� � �   !� �����������
Set � � � � �� � � .

� � � ����� �!�� ��������� � ���!��� ����� � ������� ����� ��� ����������� ������ ����� ���� ����� �   !� � ���������
� �� � , a requirement for continuing.

Do modular computations as follows. Compute � �
� � � � � � � � � �� � � :

� � ��� ���  �����!�����  ��������� ��� � ��������������� �� � �� � � �������� �  � ����� �����	��������� ���� � ��
� �� � , a requirement for continuing. Finally format the two integers � and �

� � ��� �� ����� � � ����� �� ��� ��� ������ ����	��� ������������
��������� � ������� ��� � �����   ���� ��� ��������� ����� �� ���

� � ����� ���� � ��� ��� 	� ��������� ������!������ ��� �����
��� �����!� ��� � � ����������� ��� ������� ��� � �	� ���� �������	���
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Signature Verification

Message digesting on message M
�
= ”abc” is done by applying SHA-1 to M

�
to get

� � � �!��������� ��� ��� ����� ��������� ��� ���� � ���  ��� ���������� �� !���� 
� � is in interval � 	 � �

� 		� , OK.

�
�
is in interval � 	 � �

� 		� , OK.

Compute � � ��� � � � � �� � � :

� � � ���  � ��� ����� � �������!�����!��� ���� ���� ��������� ��!����� � ��� ���� ���� ��!�����������	������� ��� �� �
Compute � � � � � � �� � � and � � � � � � �� � � :

� � � ����� � �� ���!���!����������� � ��� � �����!� ���!��� �� ��������� � �� ���������������������������� � ���	� �!���
� � � �����  ���� ����� ���� � !��� ����� � ���!�� !������� � �	� ����� � � � �� ����� � � ��� � � ����������!�� ������ �

Compute � � � � 	 � � ��� � � �
� � � :

� � � � � ��������� !�� ��� �  ��� � ����� ��� � �	�� ������  ������� ����� ��� ������ �� ���	� ���!� ��� ����� �� 	��� �
� �	��� ������ � ������!���� ��������������������!�	� ������ � ����� � ��������� ���'����� � ���!��� ����������� �  �

� � � � � ���������� ���������!� ������� ����� ���!��������� ��� �������� ����  �� �����!�������� � ��� ����!�� ����!����� �
� ��������� ��� ����!� ��������� ��������!��� �� !��� ����� ������ ���!�� !�!��� ��� � ��������	� ��������� ������� �

� � � � ����� ���� ��� ����� � ���!��� ����� � ������� ��������� ����������� ����!� ����� ���� ����� �   !� �����������
	 � � � � � � ����� !������� ������� ��!����� ����� ��� � ��� ����	�	 �� �� � �����!������ �� �� �� �� ��� 	� ����� �

Signature check.

Convert � � to an integer � � :
� � � ����� � ���� �������� � ���!��������� � ������� ��������� �����������  ����� �� �� ���� ��� � �   !� �����������
Compute 	 � � � �� � � :

	 � ����� � ���� �������� � ������������� � ������� ��������� ��������� �  ����� �� �� ����� ����� �   !� �����������
	 � � � . OK.
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4.7 Random numbers

When generating a signature there is a need for a random number in the range between 	
and �

� 	 , where � is the order of the base point � . For the points used by ATN routers,
the number � , a prime, has the special form

��� �
�

� ���
�
�
�

where
���

�
�

. Thus � is just slightly larger than � � . One way to choose a random number
is then to get a stream of random octets (the number of octets shall be larger than or
equal to � � � ��� ) and then do a logical AND operation with � � � 	 . Thus a few numbers
less than � , namely about �

�
numbers, will not have a chance of being chosen, however,

this collection of unchoosable numbers is a small fraction of the choosable numbers; the
fraction is about

�
�

� �
�

��� �

So the distribution of random numbers is even in the interval � 	 � � � � 		� , an interval slightly
smaller than � 	 � �

� 		� .
To generate random octets, the stream cipher RC4 is a possibility as suggested in [KPS02].

Random numbers are also used when the ATN router shall key or rekey a session. Only 4
octets are needed.

Both for signature generation and for (re)keying, any random number generator can be
used, and because the sequence of random numbers shall not be regenerated at any later
time, a true random number generator based on radioactive measurements or other physi-
cal measurements can be used. Should the amount of truly random bits available be small,
a combination of truely random bits and pseudo random bits can be used, see [FS03].

4.8 Performance

The code provided in [Ros98] is described as being illustrative, not as being computation-
ally efficient. The measurements made here are only for the sake of indicating an order of
magnitude of CPU usage, and measurements have not been made with alternative imple-
mentations.

The computationally demanding operation is the scalar product. During the preparation of
test vectors, a few measurements were made. On a Pentium III with a CPU of 697 MHz,
about 3 seconds of CPU time was used to do the scalar product generating the public key
� when � � 	��  . The executable code had been compiled with no optimization. When
using an optimization degree of 3 (-O3 option to gcc compiler) the scalar product when
��� 	��  was done in less than 1 second. With optimization degree of 3, for ������  the
scalar product was done in less than 4 seconds, while for � � ��� 	 the scalar product was
done in 52 seconds.
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Should it turn out that the time for doing a scalar product for � � 	 �  or � � ��  is
too long, a couple of improvements should be attempted: take advantage of the parameter
� � 	 , thus removing one multiplication in the field � ��� . Also it might be possible to
take advantage of the specific form of the reduction polynomial, namely of trinomial or a
pentanomial form.

Maybe there is a possibility for Montgomery multiplications. Using Montgomery mul-
tiplications usually gives no benefit when doing a single multiplication, but several mul-
tiplications for example when doing an exponentiation (which in an additive group is a
scalar product) can reduce computational time. Montgomery multiplications are well-
known in �� � � fields, and also described in finite fields of order � ��� , see [KA97], but
to the knowledge of the author not described for elliptic curves. It should be investigated
if Montgomery multiplications can be extended to elliptic curves.
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5 Discussion

The specification [SARPs8, section 8.5.6] states, that the key size for ATN routers were
chosen such that IDRP sessions being established for long times had good chances that
their session key would remain secret and no one could be able to analyze the packets and
guess the session key. This statement presupposes a certain (low) level of traffic to be au-
thenticated, and also it presupposes a certain (low) progress in the cryptanalysis of elliptic
curves. This cryptanalysis need not be in the form of obtaining the full secret key, but may
be in the form of learning enough of the secret key allowing generation of packets with
false routing information yet with a valid cryptographic checksum. As a consequence,
[SARPs8] considers it no problem occasionally to terminate and re-establish an IDRP
session in order to get a new key for the IDRP session.

In contrast, it is the author’s belief there is a need for rekeying. The argument is the
following. Suppose the IDRP sessions are established for long periods of time, say five
months. Should the operator want a new key after five months’ use of a key, it should be no
problem to terminate the IDRP session at 3 am, and have the IDRP session re-established
at 3:15 am. Little traffic is likely to be interrupted.

The operator may in order to restrict the use of one key to authenticate many packets have
a policy of wanting a new key more often. Terminating an IDRP session means with-
drawal of routing information, and when the IDRP session is re-established some minutes
later, the routing information is re-announced. Apart from reducing the availability of
the network, routes being withdrawn and re-announced may introduce instabilities in the
network, at least if done repeatedly. As a reference to a description of such instabilities,
IP networks using BGP4, which is similar to IDRP, added some years ago a mecha-
nism called route flap dampening, such that a piece of routing information each time it
is announced incurrs a penalty. This penalty decays over time. If a route is repeatedly
announced and withdrawn the penalty incurred each time the route is announced adds up
faster than decay reduces the penalty. Crossing a threshold, the route is not announced
any longer until the penalty had been reduced to a low level.

Another reason for the operator wanting to rekey is to be certain, that the peer, often in
a neighboring routing domain and thus under the control of another administrator, has
valid certificates: the certificates must not have expired and they must not be revoked.
One way to ensure, that certificates are valid is to test the certificates again and again,
and one way to test the certificates is to rekey the IDRP session. Then further: How will
the ATN routers get access to the certificate revocation lists (CRLs)? Either it shall be
online, and so the IDRP session establishment may not be able to meet the requirements
of prompt replies as expected by the IDRP timers, or it should be offline, and so the CRLs
shall be copied to and cached in the ATN routers. Most commentators on public key
infrastructrues with certificate revocation lists points to these revocations as a weak point.
One way to entirely avoid revocations is to issue certificates valid only for a short period,
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so short that should a need arise to revoke the certificate, then the period of validity is short
enough that essential harm cannot result from the abuse of the certificate. The introduction
of certificates with short periods of validity makes rekeying of IDRP sessions a necessity.

Another argument for the need for rekeying is the following. The refresh mechanism of
IDRP allows an ATN router to ask for a resend of the peer’s routing information. The
refresh mechanism can also be used by an ATN router to send its routing information to
the peer as a sort of proactive activity. The refresh packets are authenticated and under
strong control, so it is not possible for a third party to inject REFRESH packets, but if
the third party by other means can trick the ATN router to use the refresh mechanism
often, there might be a possibility that an ATN router transmits so much information
authenticated with one and the same key, that the key can be guessed. Rekeying will
thwart this attack, for example if rekeying is executed when a certain number of octets
has been authenticated with the same key. Another way to twart this attack is to add
restrictions in the ATN router on how often the refresh operation may take place before
the IDRP session is terminated.

When rekeying is ongoing, the IDRP router initiating the rekeying is going into coma; the
IDRP router will either wake up from the coma when the peer takes part in the rekeying,
or the IDRP router will terminate the IDRP session if the peer does not respond within
a certain time interval. While the router is in coma, it leaks little information, only a
few KEEPALIVE packets may be sent (each KEEPALIVE packet is  � octets). The peer
cannot pretend it never received the REKEY packet, because the REKEY packet is re-
transmitted until accepted. This means that the peer cannot ignore the rekeying operation
continuing with the old key. If the peer for some reason does not want to take part in the
rekeying, the IDRP session is terminated, and time will show if the IDRP session can be
re-established.

In order to ensure, that the IDRP session key can be calculated no matter how the IDRP
session is established or how rekeying is initiated, the way the two random numbers are
used when deriving the session key should be changed: the use of the random numbers
should not rely on which router initiated the session as is specified in [SARPs8, section
8.5.4.2.3.2], but be changed such the values of the random numbers determines how the
numbers are used.

[SARPs5, section 5.8.3.2.10.2.1.4] specifies, that OPEN packets being exchanged initially
shall add a checksum, an MD4 checksum. In the calculation of the MD4 checksum, there
is no secret key, and thus the MD4 checksum does not have any security value: any
third party knowing the MD4 algorithm can calculate the checksum. The MD4 checksum
can be used to catch errors occurring from transmission. However, [IDRP] refers to this
checksum as authentication type 1, but no authentication is achieved by such a method.

In [IEEE02] it is pointed out, that the point compression also used in [SARPs8] is cov-
ered by a patent of Certicom. Software patents may be unavoidable, but specifications
such as the SARPs to work on a worldwide scale with different vendors delivering equip-
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ment, [SARPs8] ought to state whether the specification is covered by patents, and giving
guidelines for how to be granted license to do the implementation.

The motivation for mentioning IPsec was to point to the feature of doing security as
a separate functional block and not having it integrated in the IDRP protocol. Having
security done as a separate module may be the best guarantee that security will get the
expert attention it deserves. And rekeying is part of IPsec.

This report puts emphasis on the provision of test vectors. The need for test vectors are
essential to ensure different vendors’ equipment will stand a chance of interworking. This
report promotes test vectors for the two elliptic curves specified for ATN routers. What
is needed now are test vectors for correct handling of certificates: full certificates and
compressed certificates, and their encoding with Packet Encoding Rules.
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Epilogue

At the examination and during the preparation for the examination the following points
were considered.

� In section 3.6 the second REKEY packet is authenticated using the new key
� �

proving key freshness. Such a key freshness could also have been employed when
the IDRP session was established: the second OPEN packet could have been au-
thenticated with the session key

�
.

� In section 3.6, when router A goes into coma, there is a limit on how many extra
packets router A may need to authenticate using the old key

�
. This limit is one

KEEPALIVE packet every �
�

seconds, and at most �
� � ��� packets can be sent before

router A terminates the session.

� In section 3.6, in the ”Procedure: Ingress packet when state is PROACTIVE”, item
4, after step (d), step (d

�
) shall be added: Check authentication using key

�
. If

authentication fails, drop packet and return.

� Section 3.7 gives the impression IKE is used two times: first time to derive a key
for the security association in the direction from A to Z, and second time to derive
a key for security association the other direction. This is misleading: IKE is run
once, and keys for both directions are derived.

� Section 3.7 In IPsec a distinction is made between rekeying and reauthentication.
IPsec is doing rekeying, while the protocol presented in this report is doing reau-
thentication as a full Diffie-Hellman key negotiation is done. The protocol pre-
sented in this report could have restricted the routers to generate new random num-
bers � � and � 
 and exchange those in the REKEY packet. With such an approach
the routers consider validity check of certificates and check of revocations to be not
important.

� The mechanism by which a router receives or generates its secret key, its public key,
its certificates, and certificate revocations, and how all these values are to be stored
(USB disks or smartcards) shall be considered when developing a router product.
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Sammendrag på dansk

De civile luftfartsmyndigheder driver et data netværk, det såkaldte ATN netværk, hvorved
myndigheder, luftfartsselskaber og fly står i forbindelse med hinanden. To ATN rutere i
dette netværk kan bruge IDRP rutningsprotokollen til at etablere en IDRP session så de
kan udveksle rutningsinformation. Rutningsinformation overført på en sådan IDRP ses-
sion er frit tilgængelig, men det er vigtigt at alle IDRP beskeder er autentificeret, således
at falske rutere ikke kan ændre rutningsinformationen. Til denne autentifikation beregnes
for hver pakke en kryptografisk checksum med HMAC under brug af en hemmelig nøgle�

og hash algoritmen SHA-1. Nøglen
�

bestemmes ved en autentificeret Diffie-Hellman
nøgleforhandling over en elliptisk ligning i det endelige legeme ��� �

�
� � 	��  . Nøglen�

beregnes når IDRP sessionen etableres.

Denne rapport præsenterer en udvidelse til IDRP protokollen som tillader at beregne en
ny nøgle

� �
uden at terminere en IDRP session. Denne udvidelse er lavet så den re-

spekterer IDRP protokollens flow kontrol. En sådan genberegning af en sessionsnøgle
er mere hensigtsmæssig end at terminere og re-etablere en session—af tre grunde. For
det første, når en IDRP session bliver termineret fjerner de to IDRP rutere al rutningsin-
formation modtaget på denne session; når sessionen etableres igen gensendes informati-
ionen. At terminere en IDRP session reducerer fremkommelighed i et netværk og gen-
tagen tilbagetrækning og re-annoncering af rutningsinformation introducerer instabilitet
i et netværk. For det andet, en ATN ruter leverer et antal certifikater til naboen som en
del af den autentificerede Diffie-Hellman nøgleforhandling. Disse certifikater valideres,
men skal valideres løbende for at sikre at de ikke er udløbne eller blevet tilbagekaldt. Til
denne løbende validering vil en genforhandling af nøglen være hensigtsmæssig. For det
tredje, IDRP har en gensend mekanisme, hvorved en ATN ruter kan bede naboen om at få
gensendt naboens rutningsinformation. Gentagen brug af denne gensend mekanisme kan
give anledning til at mange IDRP pakker bliver sendt alle autentificeret med den samme
nøgle, hvorved det bliver muligt at gætte nøglen.

Nøgleforhandling og genforhandling af en nøgle i IDRP protokollen sammenlignes med
de tilsvarende funktioner i IP (internet protokol) hvor IPsec bruges. IPsec benyter IKE, et
separat modul, til at håndtere sessionsnøgler.

Denne rapport præsenterer også en konkret software implementation af de elliptiske lig-
ninger der er valgt for ATN netværk. Denne implementation er foretaget dels ved at
tilpasse software offentlig tilgængelig, dels ved at benytte en algoritme hensigtsmæssig
for � ulige. Denne software blev brugt til at generere de test vektorer som burde have
været en del at ATN specifikationerne.
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